BLACKBEARD'S ISLAND

Requires 32k.
Disk only $19.95

LOADING INSTRUCTIONS:
Disk - LOAD "BLACKB" and EXEC
Use two-word commands throughout.

DESCRIPTION:
The year is 1608; the place, the West Indies. Captain Edward Teach (alias Blackbeard) has raided an English vessel and has made off with the ship's treasures. Wary of the English navy, Teach sets sail onto the southern Pacific where he buries his booty on a forgotten isle.

You are treasure hunter and all-around beach bum Tom (get-rich-quick) Wentworth. During a voyage (being intoxicated) you've fallen off your father's yacht and washed ashore. The island is a virtual paradise except for one thing: the island's volcano is about to erupt!

You must escape the island in any way that you can and take Blackbeard's treasure with you!

NOTE:
A game can be saved using the following instructions: At any point in the game, at the prompt type in SAVE. It will then ask for a game number; do so. To load in a saved game, load the disk to the first graphic screen and at the point where it asks "OK what now?" type in LOAD. The computer will ask for the game number. Give the number of the game you've previously saved.

Using this method you can save up to 3 games on a disk for later recall. Note that this disk must be the adventure disk which should never be removed from the drive when the game is under operation.